
 
We will try to keep these lists as up to date as possible, but please if you have any more information 
just let us know. Thank you  
 
Chatton Village store for medication and groceries. This is a central point for the volunteers:  01668 
215375 
 
Bell View 01668 213220 / 219224 / 219221 
 
Belford newsagents can deliver newspapers  / milk and other items : 01668 213237 
 
Sunnyhills can deliver convenience and food items : 01668 219662  
 
Carol from Beal Garage can deliver medication to patients around this area : 01289 381232 
 
Karen and Richard Blake from Lowick Village store are helping residents with their shopping and 
medication : 01289 388644 or lowickvs@gmail.com 
 
Holy Island  

Food and Toiletries are being sorted at Marygate House if needed please contact Ian Mills : 
01289 389314 
 
Post office will provide frozen meals, sausage rolls etc. Jill is working on a list to let people 
know what is available. Jill will deliver if necessary 01289 389271 
 
Alison Brigham has offered that people can contact her if they need vegetables or eggs. 
01289 389009  
 
Carters in Bamburgh will supply local residents a range of produce. Must be contacted by 
phone on : 01668 214344 

 
 
Seahouses Vicor Tony can be contacted on 07780990354 OR 01665 720202 this can be for 
medication or other supplies.  
 
There are people in Bamburgh who would like to help out, if you live in this area and need help with 
medication please contact the surgery for numbers. 
 
 
Craster Arms in Beadnell are delivering medication to patients if they contact them : 01665 720272 
(although the Craster arms isn’t open Lindsay is still able to drop off medication) 
 
Andrew Park – Park Taxi happy to deliver medication to patients to be contacted on : 07739802250 
 
 John Mckenzie (Belford) is happy to help with deliveries: Please contact Belford surgery for a 
contact number 
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